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Abstract 
Let G=( V, E) be a digraph with diameter D # 1. For a given integer 1 <t <II, the t-distance 
connectivity of G is the minimum cardinality of an x +y separating set over all the pairs of vertices 
x,y which are at distance d&y)> t. The t-distance edge-connectivity of G is defined analogously. 
This paper studies some results on the distance connectivities of digraphs and bipartite digraphs. 
These results are given in terms of the parameter I, which can be thought of as a generalization of the 
girth of a graph. For instance, it is proved that G is maximally connected iff either 0<21- 1 or 
~(21) > 6. As a corollary, similar results for (undirected) graphs are derived. 
1. Introduction 
This paper concentrates on the connectivity of digraphs. More precisely, we study 
a generalization of the concepts of connectivity and edge-connectivity of a (di)graph, 
which takes into account the distance between vertices. In the case of graphs, the 
results are given in terms of the girth. To deal with the more general case of digraphs, 
the so-called ‘parameter 1’ is used. This parameter was recently introduced by the 
authors [4,6] in the context of connectivity problems, and it is related to the number 
of short paths. The study of connectivity properties in graphs and digraphs has special 
relevance to the design of reliable and fault-tolerant interconnection networks. See, for 
instance, the survey of Bermond et al. [a]. 
Let us first give some of the notation used throughout the paper. Let G = (V, E) 
denote a &graph with (finite) set of vertices V= V(G) and set of (directed) edges 
E = E(G), which are ordered pairs of different vertices of I/. So, neither loops nor 
multiple edges are allowed. If e=(x, y)EE, we say that x is adjacent to y and that y is 
adjacentfrom x. Let r-(x) and r+(x) denote, respectively, the sets of vertices adjacent 
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to and from x, i.e. the sets of in-neighbours and out-neighbours of x. Their cardinalities 
are the in-degree of x, S-(x)=(Y(x)\, and the out-degree of x, S’(x)=lr+(x)I. The 
minimum degree of G, 6 = 6(G), is the minimum over all the in-degrees and out-degrees 
of the vertices of G. 
For any pair of vertices x, YE V, a path xx1 x2 ... x,_ ,y from x to y, where 
the vertices are not necessarily distinct, is called an x -+ y path. The distance x to 
i.e. the of a path from to y, denoted by y), or d(x, y) 
this does lead to and D= {d(x, y)} stands for 
the diameter of G. The distance from x to Fc V, denoted by d(x, F), is the minimum 
over all the distances d(x, f), ~EF. The distance from F to x, d(F,x), is defined 
analogously. 
A digraph G = (V, E) is said to be (strongly) connected when for any pair of vertices 
x, YE V there always exists an x + y path. 
Given x, YE V such that (x, y)$E, a set S=S(x, y) c V\{x, y} is called an x +y 
separating set if there is no x + y path is G\S. The (strong) local connectivity from x to 
y is 
K(X, y; G) = K(X, y) = min { /S I: S is an x -+ y separating set}. 
By the widely known Menger’s theorem, ~(x,y; G) can also be defined as the 
maximum number of internally disjoint x + y paths. Let 1~ t <D. For a digraph G we 
define the (t-)distance connectivity of G, denoted by rc(t; G) or simply K(t), as 
K(t; G)=min jlc(x,y; G):x,y~ V, d(x,y)> t) 
if G is not the complete symmetric digraph Kz and ~(1; K,*)= n- 1 otherwise. 
Let K= K(G) be the standard (strong) connectivity (or vertex-connectivity) of G, 
i.e. the smallest number of vertices whose deletion results in a digraph that is either 
non-strongly connected or trivial. Then, since vertices at distance 1 cannot be 
separated. 
The concepts of edge x + y separating set S’ = S’(x, y), local edge-connectivity 2(x, y) 
and (t-)distance edge-connectivity A(t) = A(t; G) are defined analogously. In this case we 
have 
1b = A( 1) < 42) < . . . < A(D), (2) 
where 2 = i(G) denotes the (strong) edge-connectivity of G, in other words the smallest 
number of edges whose deletion results in a nonstrongly connected digraph. 
Throughout the paper, G stands for a connected digraph. So 6(G)> 1. It is easily 
shown that K(G)<I(G)<~(G) (see [S]). Hence, G is said to be maximally connected 
when K= I. =6. In fact, the first inequality holds for any t-distance connectivities, 
l<t<D: 
K(t; G)dA(t; G). (3) 
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We recall here that in the line digraph LG of a digraph G, each vertex represents 
an edge of G. Thus, V(LG)= {UK (u,u)EE(G)} and a vertex uu is adjacent to a 
vertex wz iff v= w, i.e. when the edge (u, u) is adjacent to the edge (w,z) in G. 
For any k > 1 the k-iterated line digraph, LkG, is defined recursively by LkG = LLk- ’ G. 
From the definition it is evident that the order of LG equals the size of G, 
1 V(LG) I= 1 E(G) 1, and that their minimum degrees coincide, 6(LG) = 6(G) = 6. 
Moreover, if G is d-regular (T-(x)=T+(x)=d for any XEV), d>l, and has 
order n and diameter D, then LkG is also d-regular and has dkn vertices and 
diameter 
D(LkG)=D(G)+k. (4) 
See, for instance, Fiol et al. [7] and Reddy et al. [12]. In fact, (4) still holds for any 
strongly connected digraph other than a directed cycle (see Cl]). Also, since the 
vertices of LG correspond to the edges of G and each path in LG of length t + 1, with 
1~ t + 1 <D + 1, corresponds to a path in G of length t, it can be shown that 
K(t + 1; LG) = I.@; G) 
for any t, l<tgD-1. 
(5) 
We finally recall that if G is bipartite with partite sets V, and V,, so is LG with 
partite sets that represent the edges from V, to V, and the edges from V, to V,. 
Similar notation and results apply for (undirected) graphs. For all the definitions 
not given here we refer the reader to the book of Chartrand and Lesniak [3]. 
However, for our purposes, we will deal with a (simple) graph G =( V, E) by consider- 
ing its associated symmetric digraph G* = (V, E *), i.e. the digraph obtained from G by 
replacing each edge xy~E by the two directed edges (x, y), ( y, X)E E * forming a ‘digon’. 
The basic reason is that Ic(t; c*)=~(t;G) for any 1 <t <D and, since a minimum 
edge-disconnecting set cannot contain digons, also A(t; G*)= A(t; G). 
In order to study the connectivity of graphs and digraphs, the authors [4] (see also 
[6]) introduced a new parameter related to the number of shortest paths, the 
definition of which is as follows. 
Definition 1.1. For a given digraph G = (V, E) with diameter D, let 1= l(G), 1~ 1 Q D, be 
the greatest integer such that, for any x, ye V, 
(a) if d(x, y)<l, the shortest x+y path is unique and there are no x +y paths of 
length d(x, y) + 1, 
(b) if d(x, y) = 1, there is only one shortest x + y path. 
In [4] it is shown that this parameter satisfies an equality like (4), namely 
l(Lk G) = l(G) + k. (6) 
Obviously, the same definition applies for a graph G (considering undirected paths). 
In this case, it turns out that the parameter 1=1(G)=1(G*) equals L(g- 1)/2 J, where 
g=g(G) stands for the girth of G. 
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2. Distance connectivity in digraphs 
In this section we characterize those digraphs whose standard connectivities K and 
2 (t = 1) equal rc(t) and n(t), respectively, for higher values of t. The results are given in 
terms of the parameter I or, in the particular case of graphs, in terms of the girth, As 
a consequence, some known sufficient conditions for a (di)graph to be maximally 
connected are obtained. The main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G = (V, E) be a &graph with minimum degree 6 > 1, parameter 1= l(G) 
and diameter D. 
(a) If K-CC? then 0221 and K=K@); 
(b) ifA< then D>21+1 and A=421+1). 
Proof. We will first prove (a). Let F be a minimum disconnecting set of G, i.e. ) F I= K 
and G\F is disconnected. Then the set V\F can be partitioned into two disjoint 
nonempty sets I/-, V+ such that G\F has no edges from V- to V+. Let the vertices of 
V- and V+ be, respectively, partitioned into subsets Vi, 1 <i< k, and Vj, 1~ j< k’, 
according to their distance to and from F, i.e. Vi= {x~ V-: d(x, F)= i} and 
Vj’=(x~ V+: d(F,x)=j}. As any path from V- to V+ goes through F, the distance 
from a vertex in V, to one in Vi is at least k + k’ and hence D z k + k’. Without loss of 
generality, suppose kbk’ (if not, use the converse digraph of G). 
Let us show first that k 2 1 and, then, D > 21. Otherwise, if k d 1- 1, let us consider 
a vertex XE V, and let x1, x2, . . . ,x6 be 6 of its out-neighbours. For each Xi, let f; be 
a vertex in F at minimum distance from Xi. Since 1 F I= K < d,f, =fj for some i # j. Then 
there would be two disjoint x -fi paths of length k or k + 1 contradicting the definition 
of 1 since kdd(X,fj)~l+d(Xi,f;:)~l+k~‘. 
By (l), K = ~(1) < ~(21). Thus, it suffices to show that K > 421). Now let us consider 
two vertices, XE~ and y~Vi.. Since kgl, we have d(x,y)Bd(x,F)+d(F,y)>21 and 
hence, by the definition of distance connectivity, K = 1 F ( 2 ~(21) as claimed. 
Case (b) can be shown to be a corollary of (a). Indeed, assume that (b) does not hold. 
Then there would be a digraph G with 6> 1, I= 1(G), edge-connectivity 2~6, and 
D < 21+ 1 or A = A( 1; G) < 421+ 1; G). Thus, according to the results (5) and (6), its line 
digraph LG would have the same minimum degree, parameter I’= 1+ 1, vertex- 
connectivity rc’ = ,? < 6, and diameter D’ = D + 1 < 21’ or K' = ~(2; LG) = A( 1; G) < 
421+ 1; G) = ~(21+ 2; LG) = ~(21’; LG), contradicting (a). 0 
Remembering (1) and (2), the following characterization of maximally connected 
digraphs is obtianed. 
Corollary 2.2. Let G=( V, E) be a digraph with minimum degree S> 1, I= l(G) and 
diameter D. Then, 
(a) lc=6 ifsD<21-1 or ~(2/)>6, 
(b) 1=6 iflD<21 or 1(21+ 1)>6. 
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Note that, since I and A(t) are defined only for t < D, the two sufficient conditions 
on the diameter and the distance connectivity are complementary to one another. 
The above corollary contains the sufficient conditions given in [4] in terms of D 
and 1 for a digraph to have maximum connectivities. In particular, since 12 1, 
Corollary 2.2(b) implies that every (loopless) digraph with diameter 2 has maximum 
edge-connectivity. This has already been proved by Jolivet in [9]. Moreover, we get the 
following new result. 
Corollary 2.3. Every digraph with distance connectivity A(3)26 has maximum edge- 
connectivity. 
Now let G =( V, E) be a (simple and finite) graph with girth g. Then, applying 
Theorem 2.1 to its associated symmetric graph G*, and remembering that 
VG*)=l(G)=L(g-1)/2J, we have the following result. 
Corollary 2.4. Let G be a graph with minimum degree 6 > 1, girth g and diameter D. 
(a) Zfrc<G then 
D>g-1 and K=rc(g-l), g odd, 
D>g-2 and K=Ic(g-2), g even; 
(b) ifA< then 
D>g and n=,?(g), g odd, 
Dag-1 and A=A(g-l), g even. 
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a graph with minimum degree 6 > 1, girth g and diameter D. Then, 
(a) lc=6 if 
D<g-2 or K(g-1)26, g odd, 
D<g-3 or Ic(g-2)>S, g even; 
(b) L=6 i@ 
D<g-1 or A(g)>g, g odd, 
D<g-2 orl(g-1)26, g even. 
In particular, this result contains the sufficient conditions of Soneoka et al. [13,14], 
on the diameter and the girth, for a graph to be maximally connected or edge- 
connected. Note that, since ga 3, any graph with diameter 2 has maximum edge- 
connectivity, as proved by Plesnik [lo]. It can also be inferred from Jolivet’s result [9]. 
Moreover, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.6. Any graph with distance connectivity ;1(3)>6 has maximum edge- 
connectivity. 
3. Distance connectivity in bipartite digrapbs 
In this section we study the case when the (di)graph G is bipartite. First, let us recall 
that between any two vertices in a bipartite digraph there are no two paths whose 
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lengths differ by exactly one. Hence, the parameter 1 given by Definition 1.1 can be 
redefined as follows. 
Definition. For a given bipartite digraph G, let 1= l(G), 1 <l< D, be the greatest 
integer such that, for any two vertices X, YE V at distance d(x, y) d 1, the shortest x + y 
path is unique. 
The following result is analogous to Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G = (V, E), V= U I u Uz, be a bipartite &graph with minimum degree 
S> 1, parameter 1=1(G) and diameter D. 
(a) Iflc<6 then D>21+ 1 and 1c=rc(21+ 1); 
(b) $1~6 then D>21+2 and A=A(21+2). 
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. So, as before, k > 1. 
Assume first that k = 1 and consider two cases: 
(i) V, n Ui # 8 for each i = 1,2. Then there exist two vertices XE Vk n U1, X’E Vk n Uz 
such that d(x, y) > k + k’ > 21 and, similarly, d(x’, y) > 21. Hence, since x and x’ belong to 
different partite sets, at least one of the above distances must be not smaller than 21+ 1 
so that D>21+1 and ~=IFI>7421+1). 
(ii) Vk n Ui #0 for, say i = 2. Then all the out-neighbours of XE V, must be in Vk- 1. 
In this case we again have that fi =fj for some i #j and, hence, there would be two 
disjoint x -J paths of length 1, a contradiction. 
On the other hand, if k>l+ 1, we are done because Dad(x,y)>d(x,F)+ 
d(F, y) 2 21+ 2 and, hence, K = 1 F 13 rc(21+ 2) 3 ~(21+ 1). 
As in Theorem 2.1, case (b) is a simple consequence of (a). The proof now uses the 
fact that the line digraph of a bipartite digraph is again a bipartite digraph. 0 
The following corollary characterizes maximally connected bipartite digraphs. The 
conditions on D and 1 were also studied by the authors in [S]. 
Corollary 3.2. Let G = (V, E) be a bipartite digraph with minimum degree 6 > 1, I= l(G) 
and diameter D. Then, 
(a) rc=6 iffDQ21 or lc(21+ l)>& 
(b) 1=6 iflDQ21+ 1 or A(21+2)>6. 
Corollary 3.3. (a) Every bipartite digraph with distance connectivity lc(3)>6 has 
maximum connectivity. 
(b) Every bipartite digraph with either diameter 3 or distance connectivity A(4) 2 6 has 
maximum edge-connectivity. 
In the case of bipartite graphs, Theorem 3.1 yields the next result. 
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Corollary 3.4. Let G be a bipartite graph with minimum degree 6 > 1, (even) girth g and 
diameter D. 
(a) Zf rc<B then D>g-1 and rc=rc(g-1); 
(b) ifil<b then D>g and n=,I(g). 
In particular, we have the following characterization of maximally connected 
bipartite graphs. 
Corollary 3.5. Let G be a bipartite graph with minimum degree 6 > 1, (even) girth g and 
diameter D. 
(a) lc=6 iffD<g-2 or Ic(g-1)>6; 
(b) A=6 ijTD<g-1 or i(g) 
For any bipartite graph g > 4. Then, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.6. (a) Any bipartite graph with distance connectivity 1c(3) 2 6 has maximum 
connectivity; 
(b) Any bipartite graph with either diameter 3 or distance connectivity A(4) 2 6 has 
maximum edge-connectivity. 
The result involving the condition on the diameter was recently proved by Plesnik 
and Znam [l 11. 
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